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Abstract—Recently the rapid development of Internet of 

Thing (IoT) brings new opportunity to Intelligent 

Transportation System (ITS). The key problem is how to 

process the huge events generated by IoT to support ITS.  In 

this paper a proactive complex event processing method is 

proposed for congestion control in ITS. Based on complex 

event processing, this method predicts the traffic flow using 

a multi-layered Adaptive Dynamic Bayesian Network. 

When congestion is predicted, actions are chosen and 

executed based on concurrent-actions Markov Decision 

Processes (MDP) to avoid the future traffic congestion. The 

simulation experiments show that this method can reduce 

the traffic congestion obviously for typical transportation 

system.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things (IoT) is an integrated part of future 

internet and could be defined as a dynamic global 

network infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities 

based on standard and interoperable communication 

protocols where physical and virtual "things" have 

identities, physical attributes, and virtual personalities 

and use intelligent interfaces, and are seamlessly 

integrated into the information network. The key issue in 

IoT application is how to process the huge events 

produced by IoT applications. Intelligent transport 

systems (ITS) are advanced applications aim to provide 

innovative services relating to different modes of 

transport and traffic management and enable various 

users to be better informed and make safer, more 

coordinated, and 'smarter' use of transport networks. ITS 

is one of the application that can take advantage of IoT. 

In IoT applications, event processing applications must 

process events that arrive from various kinds of sources 

such as sensors, RFID readers, GPS, etc. The events that 

generated by devices directly are primitive events. The 

semantic information inside primitive event is quite 

limited. In real application, we pay more attention to 

complex information such as business logic and rule. For 
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example, each reading operation of the RFID reader at a 

garage generates a primitive event but complex event like 

"the car leaves the garage" is the kind of event that user 

really concern. IoT application systems convert business 

logic into complex events and then detect business logic 

based on detecting complex events. Complex Event 

Processing (CEP) [1] is used to process huge primitive 

events and get valuable information from them. 

Complex event processing has been studied widely in 

active database. Most of the methods assume data is 

deterministic. However, in many real-time IOT 

applications, events are imprecise because of some 

factors such as the limitation of measuring accuracy, 

signal disturbance or privacy protection. The uncertainty 

is usually treated with probabilities. Therefore it is 

important to develop event processing engine that be able 

to deal with probability. 

Most of the event processing method in IoT is reactive 

which means the action is triggered by the state change of 

the system.  A proactive event processing system has the 

ability to mitigate or eliminate undesired future events, or 

to identify and take advantage of future opportunities, by 

applying prediction and automated decision making 

technologies [2]. For example, in ITS we can predict 

some congestion states and take some actions to avoid the 

congestion states.  Predictive Analytics (PA) deals with 

the analysis of historical data to give predictions about a 

future event. PA applies several statistical and data 

mining techniques such as clustering, classification, 

regression and so on. CEP and PA is studied widely but 

there few papers about how to integrate CEP and PA to 

support proactive event-driven system. 

In this paper, we propose a proactive complex event 

processing method for intelligent transportation systems. 

Based on probabilistic complex event processing, this 

method uses concurrent-actions Markov Decision 

Processes (MDP) to integrate CEP and PA. We also 

designed a multi-layered Adaptive Dynamic Bayesian 

Network (mADBN) model for predictive analytics. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. CEP and Probabilistic CEP 

Complex event processing recognizes complex events 

based on a set/sequence of occurrences of single events 

by continuously monitoring the message flow, and then 

reacts to those detected situations. In their book, Etzion et 
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al. defined the basic concept and architecture of complex 

event processing [3]. Event Processing Agent (EPA) is a 

component that, given a set of input events, applies some 

logic to generate a set of complex events as output. Event 

Processing Network (EPN) is a network of a collection of 

EPAs, event producers, and event consumers linked by 

channels. The network is used to describe the event 

processing flow execution. The conceptual model of EPN 

based on this idea was further elaborated by Sharon and 

Etzion [4].  

Most of the CEP methods in active databases and 

RFID applications use fixed data structure such as tree, 

directed graph and Petri-Net. SASE [5] is a high 

performance complex event detection method which uses 

Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA) and Active 

Instance Stacks (AIS). Jagrati et al. proposed an 

improved NFA model to support more powerful query 

ability [6]. In Haopeng’s work, SASE model is improved 

to support imprecise timestamps when processing 

complex events in stream [7]. 

CEP engine needs to process streams of events with 

time stamp and, therefore, numerous event pattern 

recognition methods are based on sequential variants of 

probabilistic graphical models, such as Hidden Markov 

Models, Dynamic Bayesian Networks and Conditional 

Random Fields. Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) [8] 

have also been used to handle uncertainty in event pattern 

recognition.  

Recently some work on detecting complex events in 

probabilistic event stream based on NFA is proposed. In 

the work of [9], a data structure called Chain Instance 

Queues (CIQ) is used to detect complex events satisfying 

query requirements with single scanning probabilistic 

stream. In another paper [10], an optimized method is 

proposed to not only calculate the probability of outputs 

of compound events but also obtain the value of 

confidence of the complex pattern given by user against 

uncertain raw input data stream generated by distrustful 

network devices. 

B. PA and Proactive Event Processing 

In the case of Predictive Analytics Methods based on 

Complex Event Data, one can make predictions about 

some attributes of the monitored system based on the 

previously monitored events. Such a prediction process 

can be divided into four steps [11]: (1) collect and 

preprocess raw data; (2) transform preprocessed data into 

a form that can be easily handled by the (selected) 

machine learning method; (3) create the learning model 

(training) using the transformed data; (4) report 

predictions to the user using the previously created 

learning model. Future events will be predictable by 

using recent data based on the learning model trained for 

the previously monitored events. 

Recently, some researchers used Bayesian Network 

(BN) in predictive analytics for traffic flow. In the work 

of Pascale et al., an adaptive Bayesian network was 

proposed in which the network topology changes 

following the non-stationary characteristics of traffic [12]. 

In the work of Sun et al., traffic flows among adjacent 

road links in a transportation network were modeled as a 

Bayesian network. The joint probability distribution 

between the cause nodes and the effect node in a 

constructed Bayesian network was described as a 

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [13]. Hofleitner et al. 

used Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) and they 

introduced a model based on hydrodynamic traffic theory 

to learn the density of vehicles on arterial road segments, 

illustrating the distribution of delay within a road 

segment [14]. 

Proactive applications have been developed for several 

years. Some examples include proactive security systems, 

proactive routing in mobile ad-hoc wireless networks, 

and proactive SLA negotiation in service oriented 

systems. Engel et al. proposed a proactive event-driven 

computing framework based on CEP, PA and Markov 

Decision Processes (MDP) [2], [15]. They extended the 

event processing agent model to include two more type of 

agents: predictive agents that may derive future uncertain 

events based on prediction models, and proactive agents 

that compute the best proactive action that should be 

taken. 

III. BACKGROUND 

A. System Architecture 

The system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. Raw events 

are generated by devices such as RFID reader, radar, GPS, 

etc. we assume the events are imprecise because of the 

limitation of measuring accuracy and signal disturbance. 

The probabilistic raw event is processed by the 

Probabilistic Event Processing Network (PEPN) which is 

composed of many connected Probabilistic Event 

Processing Agents (PEPA). With PEPN, some complex 

events, such as the running path of a car, can be detected. 

The PA component with mADBN predicts the congestion 

states of the system from the complex events. Some 

complex events are saved into event database and the 

historical events can be used by the PA components for 

more accurate predict. The decision maker selects some 

actions according to the predicted states and assigns some 

proactive agents (PRA) to execute the actions. 

PEPA

PEPA

PEPA

PEPA

PEPA

Probabilistic event processing network

devices

PRA

Proactive executor

Event DB

Raw 

events

PA with 

multi-layered 

Adaptive 
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states
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Figure 1.  System architecture. 

B. Event Model 

Definition 1 (primitive event): A primitive event in a 

stream means an atomic occurrence of interest in time. A 

probabilistic primitive event is represented as <A, T, Pr> 
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where A is the set of attributes and T is the timestamp 

that the event occurs. Pr is the concrete probability value 

used to present the occurrence probability of the event. 

The probability value represents the possibility that one 

event is converted accurately from truthful data of nature 

to digital data used for computing in electronic devices. 

Definition 2 (complex event): Complex event is a 

combination of primitive events or complex events by 

some rule. A probabilistic complex event is represented 

as <E, R, Ts, Pr> where E represents the elements that 

compose the complex event, R represents the rule of the 

combination, Ts represents the time span of the complex 

event and Pr is the probability value. 

Event type is a specification for a set of event objects 

that have the same semantic intent and the same structure. 

Every event object is considered to be an instance of an 

event type. An event type can represent either primitive 

events deriving from a producer or complex events 

produced by an event processing agent. The main 

complex event patterns in our work include ALL, ANY, 

COUNT, SEQ, etc. In this paper, the COUNT event can 

be used to represent the number of vehicles in a specified 

area during specified time span. The SEQ event can be 

used to represent the running path of a vehicle. The 

detailed meaning of the patterns can be found in [3]. 

Those patterns can be composed to create hierarchical 

complex patterns. 

C. Probabilistic Complex Event Processing 

In a large ITS application, we may need to process 

distributed event streams. In this paper, we assume the 

event instances from different event stream are 

independent. For SEQ events in a single stream, some of 

the primitive events in the sequence have Markov 

property which means the probability of next event is 

only related to the current event in the sequence but has 

nothing to do with previous events. For example, the 

location probability of a car at time i+1 depends on the 

location at time i and the information detected by some 

reader at time i+1. Like the work of [10], we use 

Condition Probability Table (CPT) to save and sort the 

condition probability. The probability of the sequence 

consists of these Markovian events can be calculated by 

Bayesian formula. Beside these Markovian events, we 

assume there might be some primitive events that are 

independent with others. Therefore, we can calculate the 

probability of a SEQ event based on definition 3. 

Definition 3 (probability calculation of SEQ event in 

single stream): In a SEQ event E = SEQ(e1, e2,…en), the 

primitive events are partitioned into two sets S and T. Set 

T contains the independent primitive events while set S 

contains one or more Markov chain.  The probability of 

can be computed as follows: 
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where the si means the Markov chain in set S and ei1 

means the first event in Markov chain si. The conditional 

probability Pr(em+1|em) can be found in the condition 

probability table. 

We extended the SASE [6] to support probabilistic 

CEP by adding probability for each event in the AIS. 

When searching the path in the AIS, use equation (1) to 

calculate the probability of the path. Detailed method and 

algorithm can be found in papers of the same author. 

IV. PROACTIVE  CEP 

A. Predictive Analytics Method 

The mADBN model is shown in Fig. 2. It contains a 

state plane and a set of location planes. Each plane is an 

adaptive dynamic Bayesian network with two dimensions: 

time and space. Bayesian networks are directed acyclic 

graphs whose nodes represent random variables and 

edges the conditional dependences among them. In the 

state plane, nodes denote the traffic flow observed in 

different time instants and/or spatial locations (road 

junctions), edges their probabilistic relations. The term 

"dynamic" in mADBN means we are modeling a 

dynamic system. As we can see in Fig. 2, the state of (i,t) 

is related to a set of states before time t. The term 

"adaptive" means the graph structure is created based on 

analysis of historical data. Each location plane represents 

the change of a vehicle’s location (running path). The 

arrow means the transaction probability from one place 

(road junction) to another and the arrow with solid line 

means the real path. 
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Figure 2.  mADBN model. 

The structure of the state plane can be created based on 

analysis of the object location planes. For example, in the 

state plane of Fig. 2, we need to select the nodes before 

time t which can affect the state of node (t,i) which is 

shown in algorithm 1. In this algorithm, the function 

Dest(pl) gets all the destination nodes from all the paths 

in an object location plane pl. The IF array is an influence 

factor array which stores the influence factor of other 

nodes to node (i,t). The function count(n) returns the 

number of paths that pass node n. α is a discount factor 

which means the closer nodes in the path have higher 

affect factor values. Parallelization of this algorithm is 

easy since we can partition the object location planes into 

groups then calculate the IF array in parallel and merge 

the result at the end.  is a threshold value. 

Algorithm 1. Create BN structure for node in state plane 

Input: U is the object location plane, i is the destination 

node 

Output: Ni is the set of nodes that affect state of node i 
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Method: 

pli←{pl|plU^iDest(pl)} 

foreach p pli 

    for k=1 to |p| 

        IF[p(k)]+=α|p-k|/count(p(k)) 

    end for 

end for 

Ni←{n|nN^IF(n)>} 

return Ni 

Let fi,t represent the traffic flow state of (i,t) and pa(i,t) 

represent the parent nodes of (i,t) which is the output of 

algorithm 1. NP denotes the number of nodes in pa(i,t). 

The set of flow states for pa(i,t) is Fpa(i,t)={fj,s : (j,s)  

pa(i,t)}. According to the BN theory, the joint distribution 

of all nodes in the flow states network can be expressed 

as: 


ti

tipati FfpFp
,

),(, )|()(  (2) 

The conditional probability p(fi,t| Fpa(i,t)) can be 

calculates as: 

),(),(,),(, /),()|( tipatipatitipati FFfpFfp   (3) 

Like [12], [13], we model the joint distribution p(fi,t , 

Fpa(i,t))  with GMM as: 
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where M is the number of nodes and gm(·|μm,Cm) is the m-

th Gaussian distribution with (NP+1)×1 vector of mean 

values μm and (NP+1)×(NP+1) covariance matrix Cm. 

Parameters M

mmmm C 1},,{   can be inferred from the 

historical data using the EM algorithm. Once p(fi,t , Fpa(i,t)) 

has been obtained, the conditional distribution p(fi,t| Fpa(i,t)) 

can be derived and the estimate tif ,
ˆ can be calculated 

from Fpa(i,t) using the minimum mean square error 

(MMSE) method. 

B. Decision Making with MDP 

Definition 4 (Markov Decision Process): A Markov 

Decision Process (MDP) is a tuple  S,A, P, R. S is a 

set of states and A is a set of actions that may be 

executed at any state. R : S→R is a reward function and 

P : SAS→[0, 1] is a transition function with P (s, α, 

s') capturing the probability of reaching s' by applying 

action αA in state s. For each (s, α)SA, 

1)',,(
'

 Ss
ssP  . 

The optimization purpose is to find a policy : S→A 

which is defined as a function that maps every state sS 
to an action. The quality of a policy is the expected sum 

of future rewards. Future rewards are discounted by a 

discount factor γ to ensure that the expected sum of 

rewards converges to a finite value. The discount factor 

γ< 1 indicates that future time steps worth less than the 

current time step. The quality of a policy can be 

calculated recursively using the Bellman Equation: 
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This equation means the value of being at state s is the 

reward at the current state, plus the (discounted) 

expectation over the value of the next state. Common 

solution scheme for MDPs is called value iteration, in 

which the solution is calculated by iteratively going 

through all the states and updating their values according 

to the current values of their neighboring states. 

Assume there are N nodes (road junctions) in the ITS 

network: J={j1,j2,…,jN}. We partition the traffic flow 

value in mADBN model into K levels and represent it as 

congestion levels CS={c1,c2,…,cK}. Then the state in 

MDP can be represented as st =<st1,st2,…,stN> where 

stiS is the congestion state of node ji at time t and si 

CS. 

In order to create the policy set, we partition the traffic 

network into M subgroups according to congestion nodes 

which is shown in Fig. 3. One or more nodes which have 

high congestion level (estimated by PA component) are 

selected as the center of the group. The nodes have 

distance smaller than a threshold value D from the center 

are partitioned into the group. A policy it={ait1,ait2,…,aitM} 

where aitk is an action aim to reduce the congestion of 

group k at time t by guiding some vehicles to change their 

paths. In this paper we assume the distance between any 

two group centers is large enough which means the sub-

actions are independent and they can be executed parallel. 

 

Figure 3.  Network partition. 

When a sub-action is executed, the traffic flow change 

of node i can be calculated as following: 

 
 )(_
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where Pa_out(ji) is the node set that try to reduce the flow 

of node i and Pa_in(ji) is the node set that try to increase 

the flow of node i. αki is the proportion of Sk that flow to 

node i. βki is the proportion of Sk that affected by action ai 

(notified by ai to change path). P(jk) denotes the 

probability that vehicles in node k change their path 

according to action ai. P(jk) can be learned from historical 

data. Since we assume sub-actions are independent, the 

total state transaction probability can be calculated based 

on P(j) and ∆i equation (6). 

We can define the reward functions for each sub-action 

independently and sum them up to get the reward of an 

action. We first define the mean flow and variance of a 

group gi in equation (7) and (8).  
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The goal of our method is to minimize the total 

congestion status. Therefore, we define the reward 

function of sub-action with Euclid distance and the total 

reward function is defined as follows: 

R (S,a,S')=  
2/1||

1

22 ))'()(()'(
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Finally, the optimal policy can be calculated by: 

*(St)= 
'

arg max ( , , ') ( ')
a

S

P s a s V s  (10) 

V. FUNDAMENTAL EVALUATIONS 

In this section, we illustrate the accuracy and 

performance of the proposed method by simulation 

experiments. The simulation is created based on SUMO 

project (http://sumo.sourceforge.net/).  

 In order to simplify the simulation experiment 

scenarios, we consider a traffic network with 200 

junctions and 20000 vehicles. Each junction is connected 

to 2~4 edges. All vehicles have default path but they may 

change their path at some junctions with given 

probability. Eight junctions are designed as congestion 

nodes. Virtual RFID reader and GPS are used to get the 

position of the vehicles. A vehicle counter is placed at 

every junction to get the flow of vehicle. We first run the 

simulation for many times to get the historical data of the 

vehicle paths. In the first experiment we evaluated the 

accuracy of the PA component and the result for a typical 

node is shown in Fig. 4. From the figure we can see the 

accuracy of the PA component is good enough for 

congestion control. 

 

Figure 4.  PA accuracy for a typical node. 

 

Figure 5.  Mean congestion level over time. 

In the next experiment, we evaluated the mean 

congestion level over time and the result is shown in Fig. 

5. From the figure we can see the congestion level 

reduced when our method is used. The reason is that our 

method can predict the congestion and take some actions 

to avoid it. The reduction of congestion level is more 

obvious when the congestion level becomes high. The 

reason is that the system can redirect more vehicles to 

light loaded nodes in such circumstance. 

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a proactive complex event 

processing method for ITS. MDP is combined with DBN-

based PA to support proactive event processing. The 

fundamental evaluations show that this method works 

well for typical congestion problem. 

The main limitation in our work is performance and 

scalability. When the number of vehicles and junctions 

becomes larger, the performance of algorithm reduces 

quickly.  In the future we will work on high performance 

parallel algorithms under this framework. 
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